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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an access control mechanism that
can be used to overcome challenges and problems related to access controlling in a shared Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) databases with complex connectivity topologies.
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Introduction

Researchers and organizations from various disciplines are interested in using
WSN for their research and applications. Deploying a sensor network of their
own is a time consuming, infeasible, and a complicated task for companies and
organizations such as universities, research groups, small business groups, and
other interested individuals due to high cost of the devices, not authorized to
deploy, etc. Therefore, the concept of Shared Wireless Sensor Networks (SWSN)
is getting popular among these communities [1]. However, providing shared access for WSN has given rise to a diﬀerent set of problems. An important issue
which we consider in this paper is controlling access among SWSN users.
A considerable amount of research has been carried out in the area of controlling access of users within a SWSN. There have been mainly four approaches
found in related research literature for authentication and authorization of users
for SWSNs. 1) Centralized, 2) Selectively distributed within SWSN, 3) Equally
distributed within SWSN, 4) Client side [2], [3], [4]. However, there are pros and
cons of each of these approaches depending on the topology used to access the
SWSN. For example, access controlling measures of a SWSN with single entry
point would be diﬀerent from the measures considered in a SWSN with multiple
entry points. Therefore, it is challenging to come up with a solution that can
address the issues which would arise in any SWSN topology. In this paper we
propose a solution which addresses all these SWASN topologies. TikiriDB is a
database abstraction which enables sharing sensor network whilst supporting all
these topologies of user connectivity [1]. Therefore, we developed our solution as
a module to the TikiriDB.
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Our Approach

Since, a particular user may have the total control over the client application,
client side authentication and authorization would be the least preference when
giving a solution to the mentioned problem. Centralized approach has the limitation of single point of failure. Therefore, a distributed access controlling mechanism is preferable where the failure of several SWSN nodes may have a limited
impact on total access controlling system. However, if access controlling has been
distributed to handle individually by the nodes themselves, probability of failure
can further be reduced. Therefore, in our proposed access controlling solution
for SWSN, we opted to handle access controlling at node level, individually. In
our approach, we opted to use public key certiﬁcates and attribute certiﬁcates
to implement authentication and authorization in SWSN. Researchers have successfully implemented public key infrastructures on top of WSN using Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) [5]. ECC scheme provides 1024 bit RSA equivalent
security only by using 160 bit certiﬁcates. Therefore, many researchers in sensor
network discipline have opted ECC as their primary cryptographic system [5],
[6], [2]. Public key cryptography is used for initial secure communication and
a shared key is exchanged between source and destination nodes to continue
further communication using symmetric key cryptography.
2.1

TikririAC Module for TikiriDB

TikiriAC is developed as a module for TikiriDB. TikiriAC module has two main
components where one is at the node and other is with the user. Enabling
TikiriAC in TikiriDB pass the optimized query generated by TikiriDB client
to TikiriAC. Then, TikiriAC handles authentication and authorization of users.
The result of successful authorization process passes requested query to TikiriDB
query processor at nodes. TikiriAC also ensures the security of the query results
when they transferred back to the user.
2.2

TikiriAC Public Key Infrastructure

Figure 1 illustrates proposed public key infrastructure in TikiriAC. Public key
certiﬁcates are issued by a Certiﬁcation Authority (CA) and attribute certiﬁcates are issued by an Attribute Authority (AA). However, considering the resource limitation in sensor nodes we propose using common certiﬁcates for both
AA and CA by forming a Hybrid Authority (HA). Furthermore, since network
communication consumes a considerable amount of power of a sensor node, we
further reduced the size of attribute certiﬁcate and public key certiﬁcate by
removing several attributes from the certiﬁcates to reduce number of data packets propagated in WSN when initializing the security algorithm. Therefore, it
should be mentioned that the certiﬁcates used in TikiriAC are not fully compliant with X.509 standard. In addition to that, for the time being, certiﬁcate
revocation protocols have not been incorporated. Hence, the user certiﬁcate expiration time has been set to a very short period to make sure users renew their
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Fig. 1. TikiriAC public key infrastructure

Fig. 2. TikiriAC Protocol

certiﬁcates frequently. Public key certiﬁcates are used to authenticate the users
and to share a symmetric key between data requesting user and destined sensor
nodes. Attribute certiﬁcates are to manage authorization of the users [7]. Every
authenticated user of the SWSN has a public key certiﬁcate and an attribute
certiﬁcate issued by the owner of the SWSN or a trusted coordination party. The
public key certiﬁcate of the hybrid authority (HA root certiﬁcate) is burned in
to each node at the time of deployment.
2.3

TikiriAC Protocol

Figure 2 illustrates TikiriAC protocol. First, the user who accesses the SWSN
generates a nonce (a time stamp) for the current message to be sent with the
message (1). The query and nonce is signed using requesters private key (2). The
content is then sends to the destination node with the signature, and requesters
public key certiﬁcate and attribute certiﬁcate (3). At the destination node, to
verify the authenticity of the requester, node use ECC algorithms to verify requesters public key certiﬁcate using HA’s root certiﬁcate (4). Then the public
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key certiﬁcate of the user is used to decrypt the encrypted content and reveals
nonce and the query (5). Newly received nonce is used to prevent replay attacks
(6). If the message possess a valid nonce, the attribute certiﬁcate is veriﬁed using
the HA’s root certiﬁcate (7). A valid attribute certiﬁcate is providing the accessibility constrain information for a particular user such as; which sensors the user
can access, how long he can execute a query, what is the maximum frequency
that the user can obtain information, etc. Within the TikiriAC protocol, if the
message fails at any step of veriﬁcation or validation, the request is discarded.
After successfully completing the above process, node generates a session key to
be used for the communication between the user and node itself (8). The session
key is then encrypted with users public key and sends back to the user (9). Then
the user decrypts the encrypted session key by using his/her private key and
keeps the session key until this query execution ﬁnishes (10). Any further communication or new session key exchange is done through an encrypted channel
between the user and the node. It should also be mentioned that it is required
to encrypt the messages in certain situations such as for in-network aggregation
of sensor data. For example, calculating the average temperature of given set
of nodes. A group key generation and manipulation algorithm is introduced to
overcome this issue.

3

Conclusions

Here, we have introduced a solid architecture to overcome the access control
problem arising in shared sensor networks with complex topologies. High security was guaranteed in the use public key cryptography. We considered several
measures to reduce the resource consumption caused due to public key cryptography in the sensor network. Finally we explained the appropriate architecture
and technologies to implement our design as a module for TikiriDB.
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